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CUSTOMIZATION OVERVIEW  FOOD & BEVERAGE 
PROCESS CONTROL—STRATAVAC SOLUTION 

PROBLEM STATEMENT: A customer needed to automate their food and 
beverage process to remove oxygen (O2) by evacuating then bleeding in Nitrogen over 
several cycles. Oxygen is an oxidizer, which can affect the taste of some foods or 
beverages. The customer was previously manually completing this process, which was 
time-consuming and led to measurements being inconsistent. The customer wanted to 
speed up the process by automating it. 

 
Engineering Approach:  To assist this customer with automating their process, the 
DigiVac Engineering team modified the current StrataVac Touch with 2 control 
set-point relay controls, modified the code to make adjustable hysteresis, and 
implemented an adjustable time function with a start button. These modifications 
allowed for choosing a custom set-point to start the 
oxygen removal process by evacuating, then 
bleeding in nitrogen; the 2nd relay could be set to a 
time duration that each cycle would last.  
 
Automation Process with Customized PiezoTorr 
Manometer: 

● 1st Relay Set-Point: Determined how deep to 
evacuate the chamber 

● The hysteresis determined up to what 
vacuum pressure to back-fill nitrogen into the system 

● 2nd Relay Set-Point: The time determined how many Evacuate-Back-Fill Cycles 
were required to achieve the desired O2 level  
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● The amount of cycle time required was determined empirically by the customer 

Customized RAMP Vacuum Instrument Solution: Vacuum – Purge Cycle Example 
 
 
Operator Procedure: 

1) Push button 
2) Monitor function 
3) Remove product at end 

of cycle 
 
 
Functional Procedure 

1) Start button initiates 
timer, and SP2 relay 
turns on power 

2) Vacuum pump turns on 
and brings vacuum 
level to set point 

3) SP1 activates:  Turns 
off pump (valve) and 
turns on Nitrogen 
Bleed (valve) 

4) SP2 deactivates at 
hysteresis (SP1 + 
Hysteresis) to turn off 
Nitrogen Bleed and connect vacuum pump to chamber 

5) Cycle continues until timer finished 
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Results: The customized StrataVac Touch [an extremely 
accurate Torr manometer (+/- 2 Torr) that leverages a 
gas-independent fast-response transducer], was successful 
in automating our customer’s food and beverage process.  

The addition of 2 relays, hysteresis code, and adjustable time 
function reliably executed their need to have an automated 
process that removed 02 and avoided oxidation which could 
have changed the taste of their product. 

● Set-Point 1 is a one set-point relay that is adjustable 
with the intuitive touch screen 

● The software enhancement allows the user to set the 
hysteresis of Set-Point 1 on boot-up 

● Set-Point 2 sets the time and duration of the process. 
When the button is pressed, the process starts 
(Set-Point 2 is active). Once the Set Point has been 
reached, then Set-Point 2 will be deactivated 
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